An alternative pathway for the human brain to communicate with the outside world is by means of a brain computer interface (BCI). A BCI can decode electroencephalogram (EEG) signals of brain activities, and then send a command or an intent to an external interactive device, such as a wheelchair. The effectiveness of the BCI depends on the performance in decoding the EEG. Usually, the EEG is contaminated by different kinds of artefacts (e.g., electromyogram (EMG), background activity), which leads to a low decoding performance. A number of filtering methods can be utilized to remove or weaken the effects of artefacts, but they generally fail when the EEG contains extreme artefacts. In such cases, the most common approach is to discard the whole data segment containing extreme artefacts. This causes the fatal drawback that the BCI cannot output decoding results during that time. In order to solve this problem, we employ the Lomb-Scargle periodogram to estimate the spectral power from incomplete EEG (after removing only parts contaminated by artefacts), and Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) for learning. The proposed method is evaluated with motor imagery EEG data. The results show that our method can successfully decode incomplete EEG to good effect.
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Introduction
The combination of advanced neurobiology and engineering creates a new pathway, namely a brain computer interface (BCI). The BCI provides a bridge connecting the human brain to the outside world [1] . This means that people do not have to rely on the conventional pathway of an intent initialized in the 5 brain being passed to muscles through peripheral nerves, and are able to interact directly with the external environment [2] . Due to the lack of involvement of peripheral nerves and muscles, with the aid of a BCI system, disabled people could restore their abilities of communication [3] and the degenerated motor function [4, 5] . During the past two decades, a variety of BCI systems have been 10 created for different applications. These BCI systems are generally divided into two types: active BCI and passive BCI, according to the level of interaction with external stimuli. In the case of a passive BCI, when using a steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) BCI [6] , the user may, for example, simply stare at an intended digital number shown on a screen to dial a phone number.
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When a steady-state flicker is replaced with an occasional flicker, a different type of BCI called P300 can be used to output letters by hierarchical selections [3] . Compared to the passive BCI, the active BCI is more natural. Users can express their intents whenever they want to, rather than according to a predefined timing arrangement or external cooperation, as with the passive BCI.
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For instance, people with paraplegia can regain movement in a wheelchair by motor imagery [4] , or can control a computer cursor in virtual 2D [7] or 3D [8] environments through brain modulation. Moreover, BCI is also used to develop prostheses, with which disabled people can, for example, move an object [9] or drink a cup of coffee [10] . More recently, BCI has been applied to facilitate 25 rehabilitation [11, 12] . Besides applications for disabled people, BCI also has promising applications for healthy persons, especially in the field of entertainment. BCI is employed to control video games instead of conventional inputs 2 such as a keyboard and joystick [13] . In this way, healthy people can enjoy the experience of manipulating virtual objects in a manner different from that used 30 in daily life.
From the application point of view, the user experience is very important. This requires smoothness in the manipulation of the BCI system. In order to meet this requirement, the BCI system needs to translate brain activities into output information continuously without any interruption. In other words, this re-35 quires all the EEG segments to be present for the decoding. If some of the EEG segments are discarded due to extreme noise contamination, the BCI cannot generate the corresponding output during that period. Hence, it would be good to be able to utilize the remaining portion of the affected EEG segment, after only removing the part directly affected by noise. In general, spectral power 40 features are usually utilized to distinguish different motor imageries (e.g., lefthand and right-hand motor imageries) [14, 15, 16, 17] , as they are considered to be robust for the representation of the contents of motor imageries. If the segment is complete (continuous), the Fourier transform can be well used to transform temporal data points into the spectral domain. This fails in the case 45 of incomplete data, such as an EEG segment with a portion (or portions) of data removed (unevenly spaced). In order still to utilize such segments of EEG with arbitrary portions of data removed and provide users with an experience of smooth manipulation, we employ the Lomb-Scargle periodogram to estimate the spectral power [18, 19] , and Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) [20, 21] based 50 neural network or support vector machine (SVM) [22, 23] to predict the classes of motor imageries. The results show that the proposed method is suitable for decoding incomplete EEG in a BCI system.
Methodology
We first employed the Lomb-Scargle periodogram [18, 19] to estimate band 55 powers from incomplete EEG signals. Next, the extracted features were used to train an unsupervised DAE [20, 21] or a supervised SVM with Radial Basis 3 Function (RBF) kernel [22, 23] . In the case of DAE, the mapping weights of DAE were used to initialize a neural network. After fine-tuning the weights, this trained neural network was used to recognize the classes of motor imageries. 
Lomb-Scargle Periodogram
A four-second trial is divided into 25 segments of one-second length with an overlap of 87.5%. A segment is denoted by X, which is N by T matrix, where 4 N is the number of channels, and T is the number of sampling points. The 65 spectral power of each channel time series y(t i ) is estimated by the Lomb-Scargle periodogram [18, 19] . The estimated spectral power at frequency Ω f can be obtained by minimizing the following sum of difference squares:
Let
and
We can then rewrite equation (1) as:
The optimal parametersâ andb can be obtained through minimizing equation
where
The power of specific frequency Ω f is then estimated with respect to optimal parametersâ,b as follows:
Similarly, the minimization of squares mentioned above is used to estimate spectral powers at all frequencies. After that, spectral estimation for one channel is completed. These steps are repeated for all channels and all segments to obtain for each channel) for all channels were concatenated into a feature vector:
where N is the number of channels. Subsequently, features were normalized as:
The normalized features were then fed into a neural network with DAE initialization, or into an SVM classifier to distinguish which class the current EEG segment belongs to. 
DAE-based neural network
For a time, neural networks were less frequently used due to the drawback that they easily became stuck in the local minima, so more use was made of SVM classifier. However, recently neural networks have regained popularity, in particular when using a pre-training strategy [21, 24, 25] . In this paper,
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we construct a three-layer neural network with DAE initialization (A neural network with more layers might possibly achieve a better performance through in-depth feature learning). by the orange rectangle in Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the DAE. We 6 set the corrupted elements to 0. Then, the corrupted features were mapped to a hidden representation (120 units) by the sigmoid function
Consequently, we reconstructed the uncorrupted z as
The objective was to train parameters θ = {W, b} and θ = {W , b } for mini-105 mization of the average reconstruction error over a training set. In other words, to find the parameters to let z be as close as possible to f , we performed the following optimization:
where L is a squared error loss function L(f, z) = f − z 2 , n is the number of training samples, and θ * , θ * are the optimal values of θ, θ . Once the optimal 110 parameters were obtained, we were able to use those parameters to initialize a neural network. A top layer was added onto the neural network. After that, the parameters were fine-tuned in a supervised way.
Evaluation Data
Two different categories of data are used to prove the feasibility of the pro-115 posed method. One is the simulated data and the other is the two-class motor imagery data. We use simulated data to illustrate systematically that spectral power can be correctly estimated when the data become unevenly spaced after removing some data points from them. Further, we use real motor imagery data to demonstrate that classification accuracy does not dramatically decrease when 120 increasing the percentage of data within the segment that has been removed, so that the proposed method is useful to process incomplete data in a BCI system.
The simulated data were generated by mixing two sinusoidal signals, which were We first evaluated the performance of the spectral power estimation on simulated data. The simulated data was mixed with two sinusoidal signals, which were 3 Hz and 6 Hz, respectively. The spectral power estimated from the complete signal, and the incomplete signals with different proportional removal of data points (from 10% to 80% with an interval of 10%) are shown in Fig. 2 .
Results

Simulated data
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The data points were removed at random. In order to keep the same scale over cases with different proportional data removal to facilitate comparisons between them, the powers shown in Fig. 2 were normalized by dividing by a proportional factor (1-p, where p is the percentage of data removed). For example, the estimated power is divided by a factor of 0.7 when 30% of data points are removed 145 from the signal. From Fig. 2 , we can see that the components at 3 Hz and 6
Hz can be well estimated in all cases with different proportions of data removal, even up to removal of 80% of data points.
Real motor imagery data
In general, BCI encounters a common problem that there is no output when the 150 whole segment has to be discarded due to partial noise contamination in that 60% Data Removal (Point Form)   CP6  CP4  CP2  CPz  CP1  CP3  CP5  C6  C4  C2  Cz  C1  C3  C5   0  100  200  300  400  500  600  700  800  900  1000 Time (ms) For real motor imagery data, two ways were used to randomly remove the partial data from the segment. One is that data points within a segment were randomly removed (see Fig. 3 for an example). The other is that data blocks within a segment were randomly removed (see Fig. 4 for an example). The width of the blocks removed was generated according to a normal distribution with a mean 160 of 20 and a standard deviation of 10.
We used the data from the preceding session to train the SVM classifier with a RBF kernel, and tested it with the data from the following session. Two approaches were used for the evaluation of the accuracy (i.e., sliding time window accuracy and trial accuracy). Sliding time window accuracies were calculated 165 as the number of segments classified as correct divided by the total number as incorrect. Therefore, in some cases, the trial accuracy changed greatly while the accuracy of the sliding time widows did not change much. A comparable classification accuracy could be achieved even when 80% of data were removed.
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High accuracies were retained no matter how many data points were removed -in the range from 10% to 80% -for subject 1, especially for sessions 2 and 3. The accuracies for 80% data removal were substantially worse than those for 70% data removal for subject 1 in the condition of block data removal. It appears that our method is relatively sensitive to data removal in block form.
Comparison between DAE and SVM
In this section, we show a comparison between DAE and SVM in terms of classification accuracy of sliding time windows. SVM has been widely adopted since its conception and has been successfully applied in many fields. Deep learning is a promising and burgeoning method. DAE is utilized as a building brick to 190 compose a deep learning network. It is meaningful to illustrate the effectiveness of this for EEG feature recognition using our paradigm. The parameters used in the training are listed in Table 1 . Fig. 7 shows the accuracy difference between DAE and SVM for each session of each subject under the condition of data point removal. Asterisks located above the zero horizontal line mean that Learning rate for pre-training 0.9
Number of pre-training epochs 20
Learning rate for fine-tuning 0.9
Number of fine-tuning epochs 50 13 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% has been a report that stacked DAE (i.e., multiple DAEs combined together to obtain deeper learning of features) performed better than the SVM on the image benchmark dataset named MNIST [20] .
Conclusion
We propose the combination of the Lomb-Scargle periodogram and either SVM 215 or DAE to distinguish incomplete EEG segments (i.e., segments from which a portion of data has been removed due to noise contamination). The results indicate that classification accuracy is not dramatically decreased when different percentages of data are removed. Therefore, the classification performance using the proposed method for incomplete segments is acceptable for a BCI application 220 system. This means that the segment with noise contamination can still be utilized to output commands after only removing the noisy portion, instead of discarding the whole segment, as is conventionally done in BCI systems. In brief, the proposed method can achieve comparable classification performance even when most of the data points in a segment have been removed. It provides 225 an alternative solution for the frequent problem occurring in a BCI system that there is no output when a segment is discarded.
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